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HEAD COACH JOSH McDANIELS 
 
Opening comments 
“We have one roster move and one bit of injury information. We signed (LB) David Veikune and released (LB) Jarvis Moss this morning and we should have 
a full group out there at practice except for (CB) André Goodman today. The Chargers — we started our preparation today. This is a very explosive team 
that has historically played its best football, certainly in the recent past, in November and December. Again, when you watch them on tape there is really no 
phase that they can’t make big plays in. They create a lot of turnovers on defense (and) they have one of the best players in the National Football League in 
(QB) Phillip Rivers at any position. He is playing at an elite level and has for some time. (They have) a lot of weapons on offense. The first-round running 
back (Ryan) Matthews is fitting in into their scheme and their system very well. Defensively, they have a lot of disruptive players (and) they get their hands 
on a lot of balls defensively — it’s probably the best stripping defense that we have played, maybe the best stripping defense in all the National Football 
League in terms of creating turnovers. Coach (Defensive Coordinator Ron) Rivera has always done a great job in that all the way back to when he was in 
Chicago. (RB Darren) Sproles is probably one of the most dangerous return men in the entire league. They have two really good kickers (K Nate Kaeding 
and P Mike Scifres), so it will be a big challenge for us in a tough environment. We know that in terms of playing there in San Diego, but we are excited for 
the opportunity to play on Monday Night Football.”  
. 
On whether he anticipates San Diego TE Antonio Gates playing 
“We are practicing for him to play.” 
 
On the skill level of Gates 
“(He is) very unique. He forces you to really adjust the way you use your personnel. When he is out there on the field, you have to make a choice whether to 
treat him as a receiver or a tight end, so sometimes, even though they are in their base personnel (and) you may be in your nickel, a lot of teams choose to 
play him that way. If you don’t choose to play him that way, then you end up with linebackers and safeties always covering one of the best players in the 
National Football League, forget about the position that he plays. He is a tough matchup for corners, he is a tough matchup for safeties and he is very much 
a difficult matchup for linebackers. So, he is a special tight end (and) a special player. They move him all over the place, which makes it hard to figure out 
what he is going to run (and) how they are going to use them. (San Diego Head Coach) Norv (Turner) does a great job of putting him in positions. Even 
though every defense is centered around trying to stop this guy, he still leads them in catches, leads them in touchdowns, sets numerous records each year, 
and is one of the most productive players in the NFL.” 
 
On releasing (LB) Jarvis Moss 
“We just try to make the decisions based on what may be best for our team at every point in the season. Jarvis has tried to do everything we have asked him 
to do. For a number of reasons, whatever they may be, and there are a lot of different ones — I know he wasn’t drafted to play in this system necessarily. He 
has been a great kid for us. He has done everything we have asked him to do — he played in the kicking game. It just hasn’t been a perfect fit, and we wish 
him the best and hopefully he can find a place that better suites what he does and what he does well. I know everybody in here feels the same way about 
him as a person.”   
 
On what he anticipates doing at the linebacker position 
“We have a lot of different things we are going to consider. How many plays (LB) Robert (Ayers) plays, how much he can play, what packages he plays in — 
those are all going to be things we are going to try and figure out as we go through the week. Not only is he just starting back to practice, but his stamina, his 
overall ability to play, how many snaps is the big question for us and how he does and how he reacts once he is back on the field. So, we have some 
flexibility there. (LB) Joe (Mays) did play very well the other day, (LB) Mario (Haggan) played well at the edge, (LB) Jason Hunter had a good game, so we 
are probably going to see more than one combination of that in the game I would imagine because I don’t anticipate staying with one grouping for 70 plays or 
however many plays we are out there. We are probably going to put a few guys in different spots, make them double learn this week because we have to. If 
something happens in terms of injuries, we are going to have to move some people around.” 
 
On how tough it is for LB Mario Haggan to play both inside and outside linebacker 
“It’s not easy, and it’s a credit to him because we have made him learn that basically all year. Sometimes, that goes unnoticed because nothing happens in 
the game to kick him out there, but when you are spending hours each week learning a position that you may never play — he is very unselfish. He still 
played a huge role in the kicking game on Sunday, but that is Mario and that’s why he is such a valuable person and a valuable player for our team.” 
 
On the prolific passing numbers throughout the league 
“I think it seems to be a passing league, even though I think, and I’m sure most coaches would say that it is still extremely important to run the football and 
stop the run. It seems that there are so many more teams that are willing to throw the ball more. I’m sure some of those games people were behind in and 
threw it more than maybe they wanted, but I think that there are a lot of explosive players and a lot of quarterbacks that have the ability to do that. New 
schemes, new things that you see people do each week — I know I saw bits and pieces of it the other night on Monday Night Football, and that was 
something I am not sure I have seen very much of in my life, but that’s what this league is filled with — very difficult matchups and personnel issues that you 
have to try and figure out how to handle on defense. This week is probably a great example and maybe no better example than that for us in terms of playing 
the Chargers.” 
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On whether the NFL will ever go back to being a run-dominated league  
“You might have to adjust some rules, but not in the near future. I don’t see that happening in the near future. It just seems that has been such a big part of 
the last so many years here that the trend is headed that way and will probably continue to do that. At some point, it will turn more towards running or 
different formations. There’s always something different. A couple of years ago it was spread formations and now it seems to be shots in play action and 
those kinds of things that are taking over and we will see where it goes.” 
 
On whether San Diego QB Phillip Rivers should be considered one of the best in the league  
“The answer to the first question is, yes. When you are talking about (Indianapolis QB) Peyton (Manning) and (New England QB Tom) Brady and (New 
Orleans QB Drew) Brees, you better be talking about Phillip Rivers. He is the best deep-ball thrower — I said that last year and I don’t see any change in 
that. He is the best deep-ball thrower that we are going to play or that I have studied. He has an uncanny ability to ignore everything that is going on right 
around him in the pocket and he maintains all of his focus down the field. So, every time you make a mistake, it doesn’t matter how close you are to him in 
the pass rush, if you make one small mistake in the secondary in coverage he always sees it and once he sees it he has a quick release, he is extremely 
accurate, he takes care of the football, and he plays in a system with a coach that designs offense as well or better than everybody else. (San Diego Head 
Coach) Norv (Turner) does a great job of creating openings and opportunities down the field and it fits Phillip and his skill set, I think, perfectly. I’m not sure 
that there is a quarterback in a system that are married together as this one is because what he does well they do well, and Norv just continues to find new 
ways to use his abilities.” 
 
On similarities between Rivers and Denver QB Kyle Orton 
“Two different offenses — we don’t run the same thing that they run. There are probably some similarities when you look at everything, but I think their 
personnel — obviously they have some things that are very tight-end oriented in their offense and they should because of who their tight ends are. Ours may 
be more heavily towards the receivers. They have three backs that are all different in the passing game. (FB Mike) Tolbert, (RB Darren) Sproles, (RB Ryan) 
Matthews — you have to know which one of them is out there. They use them in the passing game very well. Their strategies and their schemes are not the 
same as ours. Their protections are not the same as ours. They have different ways to do things and create big plays, and I know another aspect of that is 
that I think they are second in the league in yards after the catch, which we have talked about it with the defense this morning about how difficult this team is 
to tackle. Whether it is a tight end, a back, or a receiver they are either big or fast of both. So, we are going to be very conscious of that, but the schemes in 
general are not the same. We just found a way to be productive in different ways.” 
 
On what the team did differently against Kansas City in the first quarter 
“We did script plays, a little change of pace for us.” 
 
On how many plays he scripted in the first quarter against Kansas City 
“Maybe 18, I think, total.” 
 
On whether the team was able to stick with the scripted plays 
“(We) stuck to them pretty well. When you get into situations like that, and I have gone in and out of doing that before, when you do that those plays are 
specific to first and second down usually. Once you get to a third-and-short, we ran the wedge there with (FB) Spencer (Larsen) in the first quarter. Once you 
get in the red zone, you go to your red zone offense. So, for whatever it is worth, we kind of found some things that we liked during the course of the week of 
practice. (We) had an extra day too last week, which we are going to try and take advantage of in the same way this week in terms of figuring out exactly the 
way we want to start. But, again, the credit goes to them (the players). They executed the game plan no matter what the play was, and I think that’s really the 
biggest part of our start on Sunday was their ability to go out there and do things right. I think out of 66 plays, we had no penalties, no turnovers and one 
minus run. They deserve all the credit for going out there and blocking and throwing and running and catching, and they did it very well.” 
 
On comparing last season’s win at San Diego to Monday’s game 
“I think they are different. The teams — we are different (and) I know they are different. The fact that we went there, we have been there, we have played in 
this same scenario in terms of Monday Night Football, there’s probably something to draw from there. I know it’s going to be an incredible environment; it 
always is when you go there and play on the road. Monday night just makes it better, so I think coaches, players and everybody relishes the opportunity to 
play in this situation where you are playing a division opponent on the road on Monday night. It is our only opportunity to play on Monday night this year, so 
we have a lot of young players that will be enjoying their first opportunity to do this, and we are going to look forward to it. I think the game is definitely going 
to be a different type of game than it was last year.” 
 


